Mavenir opens new centre of innovation in Stockholm
Press Releases, October 04, 2019

Mavenir has set up another centre of innovation, now in Stockholm. The centre will focus on
Mavenir’s innovative and open virtualised radio access network (vRAN) development, both S/W
and H/W, as well as innovation on next generation platforms for 5G and IoT for service
providers, industry and enterprises.

The ambition is to leverage the innovation centre to evolve and scale Mavenir’s disruptive
approach for next generation networks (5G and 4G) with fully virtualised RAN that will be led by
Mikael Rylander, SVP/GM RAN Business.

Mavenir unveiled plans to create, deploy and scale solutions for digital enterprises, IoT and
private networks, by investing in the creation of an ecosystem of partners and customers, and
tapping into Swedens vibrant pool of high-tech competence in an initiative led by Aniruddho
Basu, SVP/GM of emerging business.

Pardeep Kohli, Mavenir’s President and CEO, said, “We establish these centres of excellence in
areas where there is a true hub of innovation. We are pleased to have a strong presence in
Stockholm, where we can attract top talent and leverage the technical knowledge in key areas,
a Twin-City to Dallas, Texas.”

In addition, today Mavenir announces a formal enterprise technology partnership with the deep
tech hub THINGS and a partnership with the Swedish IoT alliance (SMSE).

Magnus Melander, founder of THINGS and SMSE, said, “We are excited that Mavenir is coming
on board the THINGS platform, as well as becoming a partner of SMSE. THINGS and SMSE sit
at the intersection of creative and innovative startups, established and technology-focused
enterprises and industries, and a select handful of technology providers. The trifecta will drive
innovation in technology as well as business models, and foster a true collaborative ecosystem
for 5G and IoT, for digital transformation.”

Today, Mavenir formally inaugurated its Stockholm office as centre of innovation highlighting
two themes. First, to drive innovation in the OpenRAN space for virtualized radio access
networks (vRAN) for 4G and 5G, and second, to drive the ˜Twin-City concept of innovation
between Stockholm and Dallas (location of Mavenir HQ) for tapping into the creativity of
technology startups, academia, and digital enterprises and industries. Both Dallas and
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Stockholm have a history of disruption, innovation and creativity in mobile networks. Stockholm
has, in the last few years, developed a thriving ecosystem of startups, developers, investors,
enterprises and industries that are forging new ground in digital transformation “both in
technology and business.

The new centre of innovation in Stockholm builds on Mavenir’s growing global presence with its
network of dedicated centres of excellence. It joins the 5G centre of excellence as well as the
AI/Machine Learning (AI/ML) centre of excellence both in EMEA, and the NFV/SDN cloud
centres in US, India, & Shanghai.
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